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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is focused on the use of naturally occurring concept of “swarm intelligence” to multi-

agent systems, namely the relatively new system-theoretic framework known as Swarm 

Intelligence Systems (SIS). In this work, outlined is the general framework of an interacting 

agents behaving as a swarm group on a mission to deliver a service such as transporting a set of 

goods from a given starting point to a destination. As an example, one could think of a team of 

drones, for instance, providing a delivery service in a milieu where normal transportation mode 

may be prohibitively expensive. The entire logistic, in detail as a commercial project, is too 

involved for our thesis focus; instead, some of the structural interaction issues with a group are 

outlined and discussed here to articulate the behavior of multi-agent based swarm as a group 

necessary to function as a distributed entity somewhat different from the standard swarm models 

found in literature. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Overview 

 

Multi-robot systems [2] are an important tool for instances where an early response is vital or to 

progress to the places that are unreachable or very dangerous for people. Urban search and 

rescue, monitoring, planetary exploration, surveillance, cleaning, maintenance, among others are 

possible applications. High level of collaboration and self-sufficiency is required to complete the 

tasks successfully. Robots need to act as a team rather than acting as an entity [2]. As the 

individuals consume more time and often the solution provided by a single robot will often not 

be a more optimized solution. And when it comes to the scalability of larger tasks, single robot 

system is not a good option. 

In Multi-robot systems we can inculcate intelligence to solve a problem using local interactions 

by forming a swarm. It would be a more optimized and efficient method where algorithm’s 

scalability will play a crucial role. One way of acknowledging its structure is to realize that this 

specific design addressed in this thesis could be considered in the category of cooperative 

solution domain where each participant agent cooperates with the entire group to solve a specific 

problem entrusted via its mission. 
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Consider, for instance, a convoy of trucks to deliver goods from point A to point B. If the trucks 

do not cooperate with each other, we might be thinking of delivering goods in classical modes 

without cooperation as there is no interaction among the trucks (or their drivers) within the 

convoy to safeguard it with regard to mission. How do we know that there is no intruder in the 

convoy with a mission to destroy the group project? Twenty years back, it was not a significant 

question, but today it is. Twenty years back, when particle swarm model appeared in the 

literature [3], nobody even thought about the issue of group integrity, its vulnerability in real life 

from external threats. Even today, no one we know of has been looking into these structural 

issues like vulnerability and safety of a swarm type groups in applied domains – perhaps this 

thesis is the real beginning where this type of questions are explored. So, in the following 

diagrams below, we show how two groups of agents could deliver a mission: one traditional 

(without mutual interactions), and the other one at the other extreme (with mutual interaction), 

which has the potential to provide a cooperative solution space for the system.  

 

 

 

                     

        1.1 (a): No interaction                                        1.1 (b): With Interactions 

 

Compare this with the advancement on the notion of processes in the traditional computer 

science topic Operating Systems.  

 

Prior to 80s:    Emphasis on individual processes on contention mode 

                                                            each trying to outsmart others. 

 

During 80s-90s:   Cooperative systems of processes using Mutual Exclusion, 

     Message passing, Semaphores. 

 

Since 90s:   Groups of cooperative systems of processes working in      

     Clusters.  Process collaboration in clusters, Cluster   

     Synchronization over large distributed systems. 

 

One obvious example of a cooperative system of agents is an interacting multi-agents grouping 

as swarms [2]. The topic of swarm intelligence prefaces such a group with a behavior that 

resemble biological swarms like school of fish, a covey of pigeons, a wedge of geese, ants in 

search of food, etc.  
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For a problem domain, a multi-agent swarm system may include a single swarm or even a cluster 

of swarms within a swarm. Since each member of a swarm needs to communicate with one or 

more of its neighbors regularly using message or signal passing, it may be possible for a swarm 

to break up in two or more clusters if original neighborhood fails to remain ‘visible’ in message 

passing mode. In other words, the original swarm 𝜇 may break up into clusters like 𝜇 and 𝜈 with 

their leaders as shown below with their leaders marked in black.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 
               1.1 (c):  Too Large a swarm                    1.1 (d):  After split. Two cluster swarms 

 

These leaders of splintered swarm must now communicate with each other on, say, trajectory 

plans. After split, they may have to pursue their own trajectory Γ toward their destination. In 

figures E below, we see the two trajectories Γ𝜇  𝑎𝑛𝑑 Γ𝜈 for the two new swarms 𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝜇 and 

𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝜈 in different phases. Note that  

 

   𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝜇 (𝑛𝑒𝑤) ∪ 𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚 𝜈 =  𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝜇(old) 

 

Many planning issues might emerge at this point. What kind of trajectory or path plans might be 

configured at this point, realizing that a planned trajectory of individual swarms might change 

during a mission time to cater to, say, more security, for avoidance of external attacks, etc?  

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                     (a) 

 

 

 

 

Swarm  𝜇 
Swarm  𝜇   Swarm  𝜈 

𝚪𝝁 

𝚪𝝂 
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                                                                                                                   (b) 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                  (c) 

 

 

 

1.1 (e) Evaluations in a split swarm 

  

(a) Refers to same path trajectory Γ𝜇 =  Γ𝜈 with both swarms maintaining a phase-

difference 𝜙 = 0.  
(b) Same as (a) but the swarms are maintaining a phase difference 𝜙 ≠ 0 for some 

strategic reason 

(c) Both swarms are on different trajectories Γ𝜈 ≠  Γ𝜇.rendering the overall system more 

robust to its mission from security point of view.   

 

We identify this to show the depth of the problem as a swarm is often forced to split. In this 

thesis, we do not delve into it as it is a more complex issue for this thesis to focus. Ideally, a 

swarm should maintain its original grouping as it is easier to manage the entity as a single object 

provided, and that’s a big if, in spite of its size, it can maintain group communication within it. 

But if it cannot, it must be split into a number of clusters with each cluster maintaining its 

autonomous behaviour.  

In this thesis, we do not solve the reverse problem, namely, the problem of merging. Under what 

conditions it would be better to merge with other splinters previously belonging to the same 

swarm ? 

A corollary problem arises when a single agent pertaining to some swarm 𝜇 somehow gets 

detached from its group. The detached agent 𝑖 would attempt to contact other splinter of swarm 𝜇 

by broadcasting a plea for help. A typical scenario might look like as follows 

 

𝚪𝝁 

𝚪𝝁 

𝚪𝝂 

𝚪𝝂 
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Algorithm single-marge {for agent 𝑖} 

 define  detached: boolean, safety_clearance: boolean; 

 initial               detached = true;  

     safety_clearance = false; 

 do  

[]  detached → broadcast(SOS=“Help me! I’m detached”); 

[] detached ⋀ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑣(𝐴𝐶𝐾, 𝜁, 𝑆𝑂𝑆, 𝑠𝑒𝑞 = 𝑥) ⋀¬(𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) →  

     Identify(lastgroup, check(security), seq=y); 

  []  detached ⋀ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑣(𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛, 𝜁, 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝐴𝐶𝐾 = 𝑦, 𝑠𝑒𝑞 = 𝑥 + 1)  → 

     detached = false; 

     Safety_clearance = true; 

     Agent_swarm = 𝜁; 

              od 

Both the individual agent and the cluster it would be joining needs to go through a security 

clearance check to ensure that the individual is genuine and not compromised, and the new group 

the individual agent would be joining is credible and not compromised. After joining the new 

group, it has to go through a new security induction process pertinent to its new swarm identity.  

 

1.2 About 

 

Swarm Intelligence is a method required to solve an assigned global problem within a local 

interactive system [2]. These systems could be artificial or natural. 

Swarm Intelligence is described as the collective behavior of the decentralized and self-

organized systems [4]. It is a biological phenomenon which can be applied to solve global 

problems by creating artificial swarms. These artificial swarms can be formed by grouping 

Multiple agents like swarm robots.     

In this thesis, we utilize swarm applies autonomy which is intended to concentrate the robots, 

and their controlling practices. A key-segment is the correspondence between the individuals 

from the gathering that construct an arrangement of steady criticism. The swarm behavior 

includes consistent change of people in participation with others, and additionally the conduct of 

the entire gathering. 
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This thesis is about the uses of swarm knowledge in multi-robot situations. We concentrate 

essentially on the Task designation inside the robots and adaptability of the calculations utilized. 

Errand assignment is the key calculate advancing enhanced arrangement. For the undertaking 

designation in this theory we utilize Distributed Bees Algorithm (DBA). In DBA, when a robot 

gets data about the objectives it ascertains the utilities as for those objectives. The utility relies 

on upon the objective's quality esteem and the related cost, i.e. the robot's separation from the 

objective.  

Adaptability is one of the significant issues in the present world. So this issue is tended to in the 

talked about calculations.  

The objective of the proposed calculation is to consign the robots in a swarm to the discovered 

focuses in a way that the last dissemination is relating to the targets' qualities. The calculation 

has been already endorsed through trials with certifiable robots [2]. 

The collective swarming behavior exhibited by insects, fish, birds and even mammals have been 

noted as substantially more effective in goal achievement as individualistic behavior, with [5] 

definitively compartmentalizing biologically occurring swarm behavior into four distinct 

categories. This leads to attempts to mathematically apply swarm behavior to optimization 

problems [7] like the Traveling Salesmen Problem [8]. That being said, there is not an existent 

generalized framework for the implementation of swarm-inspired mathematical constructs to 

problem-solving. This thesis differs from previously published works in that it does provide a 

basic construct of methodology. 

This paper presents the work on the methods of Swarm Intelligence for various application 

domains, as well as detailing the advantageous aspects of taking a decentralized approach in 

optimization, feature extraction, and multi-agent system modeling. The general design 

methodology proposed in this paper defines the discrete space in which members of the swarm 

move, the rules of local interactions, and the objective function for evaluating solutions. Multi-

agent systems play a major role in applications such as planetary exploration, monitoring, 

surveillance, etc. where fast response is crucial which makes them demanding and inherently 

risky for humans [5]. However, coordination and control over these types of systems have 

become a huge challenge for effective functioning and efficiency. The suggested approach is to 

model multi-agent systems in such a way that they imitate the form of naturally occurring 

swarms, thus giving them the ability to perform a task assigned to them autonomously. 

The decentralized approach in the design of multi-agent systems offers many features to the 

artificial swarms, such as autonomy, scalability, robustness, and adaptability to the dynamically 

changing environment. In this work, the methods that utilize one or more of these features are 

mentioned. For example, broadcast communication is used to inform the robots about the 

location and any other information found. Here in this algorithm, the distribution is nonuniform, 

i.e., based on their qualities. The proposed methodology is validated in a real-world scenario [2]. 

To illustrate the implementation of this methodology, a set of novel tools for the adaptive edge 

detection and the broken-edge linking are provided as examples. Then, a scalable algorithm is 

developed and applied to a swarm of robots for testing the distributed task allocation in multi-

agent systems based on proposed methodology. The proposed method is tested for scalability. 

Various sets of parameters are designed including some targets, the number of robots and targets' 

quality values and are used in the simulations. Finally, a statistical analysis of the simulation 

results are reported and a summary of contributions given. 
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1.3 Why 

 

I always found Distributed system fascinating and used to be very enthusiastic about anything 

related to it. My advisor also suggested another topic which was swarm intelligence which I 

found interesting after doing my research. Hence, I thought of doing my thesis involving both 

Distributed systems and swarm intelligence. 

The motivation in this particular area increased when I came up with the topic Swarm 

Intelligence in Multi-robot systems and started working on it. I read many papers and articles 

regarding the topic and could not wait to write my own version and findings in this particular 

field. 

Since controlling and coordinating a swarm has become a challenge, therefore, multi robot task 

allocation (MRTA) has become an important research topic. The goal of the entire work is to 

enhance the efficiency of the tasks given to the robots in a way that, through teamwork, the 

global objective is accomplished. In the picture anticipated in this work, tasks are characterized 

by targets defined by their location in the robot arena and their qualities. 

  

1.4 Previous Work 

 

Multi-robot schemes over customary single-robot schemes give the outlook of perceptive task 

presentation, enlarged task stability, and reduced cost. However, having recognition of these 

matters in mind, multi-robot schemes were designed carefully. Numerous architectures that differ 

in scope and complications have been recommended in multi-robot schemes. Dudek et al. (2002) 

[9] suggested a sorting that classifies the present multi-robot systems sideways with several axes, 

as well as size (figure of robots), team organization (e.g., compacted vs. dispersed), 

communication topology (e.g., broadcast vs. unicast), and team plan (e.g., similar vs. dissimilar). 

Gerkey and Matari [10] as an alternative classified the central organization difficulties with a 

concentration on multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) rather than portraying architectures. They 

gave the comparison between single-task (ST) and multi-task (MT) robots, single-robot (SR) and 

multi-robot (MR) tasks, and immediate (IA) and time-extended (TA) assignment. The writers 

exhibited that to evaluate the prevailing approaches and similarly to practice the comparable 

model in the mixture of new strategies several MRTA difficulties can be regarded as examples of 

well-studied optimization problems. They gave utility to assessment a robot’s performance that 

hinges on two features, specifically the predictable quality of task implementation and 

predictable resource cost. QRT and CRT can be defined for a given robot   R   and a task   T   

expected to   consequence from the implementation of T by R as the quality and cost and results 

in the subsequent positive utility measure. 

Still, this definition of utility is a flexible measure of presentation and can involve random 

calculations. Each must create a particular scalar value that can be related to the cause of 

allocating robots for tasks are the only restraint on utility approximation. 
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To carry out coverage of an area a few, hundreds or thousands of robots may have to be used. 

Controlling such a large number of robots centrally may lead to the flow of excess of information 

thus resulting in the overall collapse of the system. To curtail this reason, the communication 

between the robots can be comprehended through native dealings, either directly with one 

another or indirectly via surroundings. The large group of robots acting in such a manner is 

referred to as swarm [4]. 

For the assignment of picture preparing, more elements, for example, spatial data or composition 

can be utilized to get better division results. Likewise, testing the calculation on the shading 

pictures may open an extensive variety of PC vision applications. 

The parameters' advancement and the assessment of the discovered edge portions with a novel 

fitness capacity could be connected to enhanced edge discovery. 

A mix of the edge finder with the softened edge connecting calculation up request to build up a 

more thorough edge-discovery technique. Further advancement of the cross breed calculation's 

parameters ought to likewise give a superior execution regarding velocity and edges' quality. 

Modification of the two strategies, and the crossover strategy, for edge identification in shading 

pictures, can open an extensive variety of new applications. 

As such, this line of the examination was completed in the area of software engineering and 

designing, yet it bolsters applications that go past that as the displaying of multi-specialist 

frameworks can be extended to the spaces of science, pharmaceutical, human science, economy, 

business, and so forth. The procedures in nature and numerous procedures in human culture 

show rising properties that are the consequence of different associations between vast quantities 

of people. Numerous scientific disciplines attempt different approaches with a specific end goal 

to depict this wonder. By deciding the connection between the stochastic procedures on a lower 

level and the composed multifaceted nature on the framework's worldwide level, the consistency 

of such frameworks could be moved forward. This would have a high effect in the 

aforementioned application spaces, naming, for instance, the economy and the consistency of the 

business sector. In any case, additionally, the examination of the models of Computational 

Swarm Intelligence can give essential input to the investigation of the regular swarms from 

which they were propelled. 

 

1.5 My take on this 

 

I have taken the paper written by Alexsander Jevtic as the basis for my research. In the paper, the 

author has explained the importance of Task allocation in the Homogeneous system. And he also 

clearly depicted the issues which one faces during the Task allocation in the Multi-robot 

environment. Along with this he also focused one of the major problems, Scalability. 

I took this paper as the base of my analysis and expanded the Task allocation mechanism to a 

Heterogeneous system. In the heterogeneous system, to achieve high performing robust system, 

we need to allocate the tasks efficiently.  
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I have considered a real time scenario where UAVs are used to deliver items to the people within 

a specific range. Here in this scenario, while analyzing on how tasks will be allocated, I have 

experienced many deadlock situations. After going through many papers on Task Allocation in 

Heterogeneous multi-robot systems, I found few mathematical equations which can be used to 

solve the deadlock situations. And I have slightly optimized the mathematical models. My 

proposal is more of analysis rather than an experiment. 

 

1.6 Organization of the Report 

 

The rest of the documentation is organized as follows. 

In Chapter 2, the literature survey done as part of the dissertation is specified. 

Chapter 3 and 4 are the central parts of my documentation. 

Chapter 3 starts with the Introduction to Multi-Agent Systems and Swarm Robotics and then it 

dives in depth into the Swarm Robotics.  

Here goes the flow,  

3.2 and 3.3 sections deal with Natural Swarms and Artificial Swarms and also shows few 

interesting examples for each.   

3.4 Deals with the set of rules on which the artificial swarm systems are built.  

Real world applications of artificial multi-robot swarms are presented in the 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 

sections. And then in rest of the parts in the 3 Chapter contain problem definition and 

experimental analysis. 

Chapter 4 includes my extensions and my analysis on the problem described in 3.8 section. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Literature Review 
 

2.1 Survey 

 

1] The difficulty described above considered as single-task robots, multi-robot tasks, immediate 

assignment (ST-MR-IA)”, according to Gerkey and Matari´c is to be explained as a set of 

separating problem. In any case, this requires the common utilities of the considerable number of 

robots to be known ahead of time, which is not the situation. The proposed strategy is depicted in 

point of interest. What takes after is a study of a few multi-robot framework designs that have 

been made arrangements for taking care of different issues. We tend to utilize the above referred 

to scientific classifications to arrange them. One of the basic methodologies for explaining the 

ST-SR and ST-MR issues is a business sector based methodology which utilizes the unloading 

system for errand division. Matari'c et al. (2003) proposed four different procedures for 

dynamical undertaking designation in two different crisis taking care of circumstances. The 

robots offer for errands and choices are made by selling. Creators chose that there is no general 

best methodology and that the achievement of a technique is assignment related (Michael et al. 

2008) proposed a business sector based methodology for robots arrangement control. 
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2] They relate various undertakings with predefined longitudinal areas that define a development. 

An intensive diagram of business sector based methodologies for MRTA is given by Dias et al. 

(2006). A typical downside of these methodologies is the basic unloading system which requires 

every one of the offers from the robots to be congregated at one selling point. Infrequently, when 

assets grant, markets can even carry on in a merged manner over bigger parts of the robot group 

to enhance arrangement quality. The creators gave a rundown of correspondence expenses for a 

few business sector-based strategies. The primary preferred standpoint of the strategy we 

proposed that, despite the fact that it forces certain correspondence cost for sending the data of 

the discovered focuses on, the robots settle on choices autonomously and in a purposeful way. 

It's not the situation with business sector based methodologies that component an incomplete 

course, where robots are partitioned into sub-groups that take choices in a brought together way. 

Thus, adaptability in business sector based methodologies is regularly restricted by the 

calculation and correspondence needs that emerge from expanding closeout recurrence, offer 

multifaceted nature, and arranging requests. Environment investigation and mapping are basic 

applications for multi-robot frameworks. 

3] Franchietal. (2009) proposed a Sensor-based Random Graph (SRG)method for agreeable 

robot investigation. They tended to the issue of framework's execution regarding investigation 

time and voyaged separation. The creators demonstrated that by including more robots the 

framework could scale-up, yet its execution was exceptionally reliant on the underlying group 

arrangement, giving better results when the robots began gathered in a bunch than if scattered in 

the earth. The robots utilized communicate correspondence with a restricted range however the 

idea of decentralized participation was being referred to subsequent to the robots were modified 

to accumulate in sub-groups that needed to synchronize for neighborhood   way arranging and 

crash evasion. This required concentrated trade of data including robot's ID and dislodging 

arrangement.  

4] Another methodology proposed by Burgard et al. (2005) regards the obscure environment 

investigation as a ST-SR issue, where singular robots select another objective area in light of its 

separation and utility.The guide was isolated in cells whose size was dictated by the robot's 

visual extent. The utility of every objective area, i.e. cell, would diminish if a greater amount of 

its neighboring cells were doled out to different robots. To decide suitable target areas for every 

one of the robots, the creators proposed an iterative calculation. The disadvantage of this 

calculation is its many-sided quality and high computational expense. In spite of the fact that the 

trial results demonstrate the upsides of joint effort, the proposed concentrated methodology can't 

be connected if not all robots can speak with each other. Decentralized coordination of robots has 

different points of interest over more conventional unified methodologies. 

5] It can be connected to diminish the correspondence trouble on multirobot framework (Ray et 

al., 2009), particularly for substantial groups of robots. In a few applications correspondence can 

be difficult to actualize or no correspondence exists by any means. 

6] Joordens and Jamshidi (2010) proposed a decentralized coordination for a swarm of 

submerged robots which depends on agreement control. 

7] Another decentralized procedure for dynamical assignment of undertakings that requires no 

correspondence among robots was proposed by Berman et al. (2009). In any case, regularly, as in 

the event of multi robot range scope (Schwager et al., 2009), the decentralized coordination and 
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disseminated basic leadership is connected having one objective as a primary concern, that the 

worldwide goal is accomplished all the more efficiently. 

8] A method was proposed by Lerman et al. (2006) for MRTA in dynamical environments. The 

authors assumed that robots were able to observe tasks in order to discriminate their types, but 

also to discriminate the tasks that other robots were assigned to. Robots had limited sensing 

capabilities and could not directly communicate. The lack of communication made the system 

more robust to failures, but also more susceptible to noise from the sensors, and requires more 

time for exploration of available tasks. Top-down design methodologies apply the classical 

control theory for performance estimation of distributed agent-based systems. 

9] A software architecture was proposed by CMU students, Robotics team (2002)  for planning 

heterogeneous robots that takes into consideration both self-sufficiency of the individual agents 

as well as explicit coordination. It presents recent results with three robots with very different 

configurations. Working as a team, these robots were able to perform a high-precision docking 

task that none could achieve individually. Contents of this paper helped me in understand the 

heterogeneous robots concept. 

10] A problem was addressed by the authors of the paper ‘Sensing and coverage for a network of 

heterogeneous robots’ of covering an environment with robots equipped with sensors. The robots 

are heterogeneous in that the sensor footprints are different. Their work uses the location 

optimization framework in [1], [2], with three significant extensions. First, they considered 

robots with different sensor footprints, allowing, for example, aerial and ground vehicles to 

collaborate. They allowed it for finite size robots which enable implementation on real robotic 

systems. Lastly, they extended the previous work allowing for deployment in non-convex 

environments. 

11] The authors of the paper ‘Aggregation of heterogeneous units in the swarm of robotic agents’ 

they displayed a decentralized approach in light of differential counterfeit potential to 

accomplish the isolation conduct in a swarm of heterogeneous automated operators in which 

specialists of various sorts shaped spatially isolate groups. In that paper, they attempted to 

amplify that work by showing a way to deal with achieve aggregation in which operators of 

various sorts get consistently blended with each other. The technique depends on the 

recommendation that operators of various sorts encounter changing greatness of potential while 

collaborating with the specialists of various sorts. An investigation of the framework with the 

proposed approach in Lyapunov sense is done for steadiness. Broad recreation examines and 

numerical investigation recommends that the proposed technique would lead a populace of 

heterogeneous specialists to a collected setup. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Multi-Agent Systems – Swarm Robotics 
 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Swarm Intelligence is an emerging topic in the scientific world right now. It is a natural 

phenomenon which can be most commonly observed in Ant Colonies, Bees searching for food, 

Birds, etc.   

Swarm Intelligence is a problem-solving behavior in self-organized systems through local 

communication [2]. Researchers have applied the same biological behavior of the swarms to 

solve some of the severe problems which cannot be solved by humans. It can detect minerals 

present in the hidden areas which can’t be accessed by people or in the Army to form a secret 

team to collect some information or to observe any unusual activities. Here in the specified 

applications, timing is crucial. Hence, we can use multiple agents to achieve these scenarios 

instead of a single agent. The number of agents is inversely proportional to the time required to 

solve the problem or time required to complete the assigned task. Delay in completing these 

tasks will lead to catastrophes. When the principles of swarm intelligence are applied to the 

multi-agent systems to accomplish a task are referred as swarm robots. Swarm intelligence 

applications are mainly classified into two categories, Natural Swarm Intelligent Systems and 
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Artificial Swarm Intelligent Systems.    

 

3.2 Natural Swarm Intelligent Systems 

 

Swarm intelligence which can be noticed in the biological system is usually referred as Natural 

Swarm Intelligent Systems. Best examples of these kinds of systems are Ant Colonies, Bees 

searching for food and the bird flocking behaviors. 

In these systems, Self-organization is the important property. Self-organization is the ability of a 

swarm to achieve coordination within the system by using local interactions. This coordination 

is required to complete the task successfully. There need not be a leader agent just for the sake 

of monitoring or to make these local interactions happening. Every agent, on its own, will 

communicate to achieve coordination. These agents will adapt to the dynamic changes of the 

environment and accordingly.  

  

3.2.1 Ant Colonies 

 

Ant Colonies are most commonly known as visible Swarms. This is the first studied Swarm 

system.  The path which ants follow is taken as the basis to develop many artificial Swarm 

systems. Usually Ants foraging will start from their nests in different directions. While travelling 

they will lay a chemical substance called Pheromone, which can be sensed by other Ant foragers 

and reach the already found food sources. 

Many Ants may find the same food source by following different paths. The probability of the 

foragers to choose a shortest path is more as the density of the pheromone of longest path will 

fade. So we can quote that Probability of an ant choosing shortest path is directly proportional to 

the intensity of the pheromone. 

The experiment is analysed by Deneubourg et al. (1990) [12,22]. This experiment clearly 

explains how the majority of the ants within the colony take the shortest path to the food source. 

The researcher physically used multiple paths of different lengths with one of its edge filled with 

ants and all the paths are connected at the other end where the food is placed.  

Initially, ants took different branches in search of food. All these ants lay pheromones on their 

path to the food source. The ant’s pheromone which is present in the longest path has the major 

probability of evaporation as the time increases. But the intensity of pheromone in the shortest 

path will remain even after the ant reaches the nest. And the ant which took the shortest path will 

reach the nest first than the longest path chosen ant. The returned ant recruits other ants and 

informed them about the food source. All the recruited ants will choose the shortest path as it 

contains more pheromone. This proves that the majority of ants choose the shortest path.  

This Ant colony topology is considered as basis for many real world systems like 

telecommunication networks, Wireless communication systems, for choosing shortest distance 

between two places and it is also applied to real world problem of the travelling sales man.  
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Based on the experimental analysis [12] provided an equation which describes the probability of 

an ant choosing a particular path, 

               

Pn+1 =
(𝐾+𝐴𝑛)𝜈

(𝐾+𝐴𝑛)𝜈+(𝐾+𝐵𝑛)𝜈     (3.1) 

Where, 

A, B are two particular branches between the source and destination. 

An, Bn are the number of ants choosing A and B branches. 

K is the degree of attraction of an unmarked branch 

ν determines the degree of nonlinearity of the choice function. 

The intensity of pheromone makes the K larger. Greater pheromones have larger K value. 

 

3.2.2 Bee Swarms hunting for food 

 

 Unlike the Ants Bees cannot release pheromones or any chemical substance to indicate the other 

bees about the found food information. Instead, honey bee dances to indicate the fellow bees 

about the food information and to recruit them. Wenner and Wells [13] suggested that bees 

communicate through floral odor upon return from a food source to indicate the found food. But 

the commonly accepted view is while bees go for the hunt, the recruited bees follow the dance 

patterns, and in return, they emit the floral odors.  They adopt different patterns of dances to 

indicate other bees the direction and the quantity of food found [14]. The author demonstrated 

the dance patterns have mainly the distance, direction and quantity of food available in the food 

source. 

 

3.1 The Design patterns of Bees. 

(Image extracted from “Bees: Their Vision, Chemical Senses, and Language,” K. Frisch, 1976) 
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If food source is found near the hive (under 50 m) the honey bee perform “round dance” (Fig. 

3.1(a)), however in the event where the food source is at a distance (more than 150 m) the 

honey bee plays out a "waggle dance" (Fig. 3.1 (b)). 

For the food locations that are at middle separation, the honey bee plays out a transitional sickle 

move that contains components of both, round and waggle move. 

When performing a round dance, a forager bee communicates the distance from the food 

location and the amount of the sustenance accessible to the next selected honey bees. On the 

other hand, the waggle dance contains the information of both distance and direction of the food 

location. 

 

3.2 The waggle dance relative to the Sun indicating food location 

(Image extracted from “Insects and Flowers: The Biology of a Partnership,” F.G. Barth, 1982) 

 

In Waggle dance the sun is considered to be the basis while illustrating the direction of the food 

location, i.e., the angle is stated in relative to the sun. The angle that the bee adopts relative to 

the gravitational axis represents the angle of the location relative to the direction of the Sun. 

Conversely, if the food source is located away from the Sun, the direction of the straight run 

will be downwards. 

This kind of communication is considered as direct communication whereas the ant colony 

communication is a type of indirect communication. These systems are heterogeneous systems 

as both bees and ants don’t share the same capabilities. 
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3.3 Artificial Swarms 

 

Natural swarms are the inspiration for the researchers to develop the artificial swarms. Artificial 

Swarms is the multi-agent system formed by applying the swarming behavior. These artificial 

swarms can be used in any place where the time taken to respond is critical and where humans 

cannot reach. It is experimentally verified by many researchers that the multi-agent swarms are 

more efficient way of completing a task with high performance. However, Task allocation often 

becomes a problem in multi-agent swarms. Tasks need to be assigned to the agents such that 

problem will be solved in a more optimized manner.  

In the current evolving world, the scalability of the problem is exponentially increasing. So the 

Scalability of a system needs to be considered before applying the swarm intelligence to the 

artificial systems. In general nonswarm systems, there are significant chances of system damage 

due to a load of communication between the large numbers of systems. In such cases, there will 

be a direct impact on the performance of the systems. 

 

3.3.1 Single Agent Swarms 

 

Single Agent Swarms contains a single agent. This agent adapts to the dynamic changes to the 

environment and completes the assigned task. If a complicated cultured task arises, then we need 

to design the single agent with a complex structure to handle such a task results in an expensive 

design. And it requires high time to complete a single problem as every calculation must be done 

by itself. Maintenance of such a system is crucial. If at all due to any hardware failure if that 

single agent malfunction it may lead to catastrophes. This is the main reason for the evolution 

and popularity of the Swarm robotics. 

3.3.2 Advantages of the Multi Agent swarms    

 

The disadvantages of the single agent system form the basis for the Multi-Agent Systems. Main 

advantages are the Efficiency, Scalability, Economical, and Parallelization. 

 

3.3.2.1 Efficiency 

 

A single giant robot requires expensive infrastructure and complex designs than a group of 

small simpler robots. And the energy cost of the group of individual robots is very less than a 

single complex robot. 
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3.3.2.2 Parallel 

  

The population size of swarm robots autonomy is very substantial, and it can manage 

different focuses in one assignment. This shows that the swarm can play out the undertakings 

including numerous objectives disseminated in a tremendous range in the earth, and the hunt 

of the swarm would spare time mainly. 

 

3.3.2.3 Scalable 

 

The interaction in the swarm is local, allowing the individuals to join or quit the task at any 

time without interrupting the whole swarm. The swarm can adapt to the change in population 

through implicit task re-allocating schemes without the need of any external operation. This 

also indicates that the system is adaptable for different sizes of the population without any 

modification of the software or hardware which is very useful for the real-life application. 

 

3.3.2.4 Stable 

 

Similar to scalability, the swarm robotics systems are not affected significantly even when 

part of the swarm quits due to the Majeure factors. The swarm can still work towards the 

objective of the task although their performances may degrade inevitably with fewer robots. 

This feature is especially useful for the tasks in a dangerous environment. 

 

3.3.2.5 Economical 

 

As mentioned above, the cost of swarm robots autonomy is fundamentally low in planning, 

assembling and day by day keeping up. The entire framework is less expensive than a mind 

boggling single robot if hundreds or a huge number of robots exist in a swarm. Since the 

people in the swarm can be greatly delivered while a solitary robot requires accuracy 

machining. 

 

3.3.2.6 Energy efficient 

 

Since the people in the swarm are much smaller and more straightforward than a giant robot, 

the vitality cost is far beyond the cost of a solitary robot contrasted and the battery measure. 

This implies the lifetime of the swarm is expanded. In a situation without fuelling offices or 
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where wired electricity is illegal, the swarm mechanical technology can be much valuable 

than customary single robot. 

In conclusion, the swarm applies autonomy can be connected to modern issues including a huge 

measure of time, space or targets, and a specific threat may exist in the earth. The typical 

applications are as follows: UAV controlling, post-disaster relief, mining, geological survey, 

military applications and cooperative transportation. The swarm robotics can complete these 

tasks through cooperative behavior emerged from the individuals while a single robot can barely 

adapt to such situation. This is the reason why the swarm robotics has become an important 

research field in last decade. 

 

3.4 Main set of rules – Standard assumptions 

 

While implementing artificial swarms we need to consider several things like the issues which 

may arise during agent’s behavior within the swarm. There are few base conditions which need 

to be maintained to achieve the correct swarming behaviors. 

There is artificial swarm program developed by Craig Reynolds [24] in order to simulate the 

birds flocking behavior, called Boids. This is abbreviation for “bird-oid object” which means 

bird like objects.  

This model is constructed based on a set of simple rules and this can be extended to complex set 

of rules.  

Simple Rules applied to the Boids: 

 separation: direct to avoid crowding local flock mates 

 alignment: direct towards the average heading of local flock mates 

 cohesion: direct to move toward the average position of local flock mates 

We can add few additional complex conditions to make it more reliable like obstacle avoidance 

and task completion. 

 

3.5 Travelling Salesman Problem 

 

In the proposed situation [8], the group of UAVs is sent to fly over a specific number of areas on 

the ground. This issue can be deciphered as an outstanding NP-hard Optimization issue called 

the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). A general meaning of the TSP is the following. Consider 

a set N of nodes, speaking to urban areas, also, a set E of arcs completely associating the nodes 

N. Let dij a chance to be the length of the arc (i, j) ∈ E, that is, the separation between hubs i and 

j, with i, j ∈ N. The TSP is the issue of finding an insignificant length Hamiltonian circuit on the 

chart G = (N, E), where a Hamiltonian circuit of the chart G is a shut visit going to once and as it 

were when all the n = |N| hubs of G, and its length is given by the whole of the lengths of all the 
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arcs of which it is made. 

Finding the shortest tour implies sparing time for undertaking execution, and also saving energy 

needed for the UAVs' flight. The UAVs begin their tour from a base which they always speak 

with by sending the data of their position and direction of flight (roll, pitch, and yaw). The 

computation of the tour is performed in the base and sent to the UAVs as a rundown of directions 

that should be gone by. Every visit begins from the area in the rundown that is nearest to the 

base. By considering the beginning position of the UAVs, greatest investment funds in time and 

energy are obtained from the job that needs to be done. 

 

3.6 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Applications 

 

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), or popularly known by name drones, have been a hot catch 

issue starting late. Some will tout their capacity to play out specific undertakings people can't do, 

while others will contend against the potential attack of security that the UAVs may make. The 

arguments don't stop there, obviously, yet in any case – UAVs remain as a splendid idea for 

some people out there. 

However, whether one is pro or anti to UAV, the reality remains that they do serve different 

needs over various verticals. Here are five recent cases of UAVs performing endeavors that for 

the most part may have not been done 

. 

3.6.1 UAVs created 3D model of the Matterhorn 

 

Sensefly, the maker of the lightweight, vision-empowered eBee, unmanned aerial vehicle 

(UAV), or automaton, has collaborated with Drone Adventures—a non-benefit organization 

which advances the possible utilization of robots in non-military personnel applications—to self-

sufficiently outline 14,690 ft. Matterhorn mountain, which is on the outskirt amongst 

Switzerland and Italy. eBee rambles have a 37.8 inch (96cm) wingspan and weight under 1.5 lbs. 

(0.7kg). The froth airframe automatons are furnished with a back mounted propeller and 

highlight a 16 MPixel camera which is electronically incorporated and controlled. eBees can go 

noticeable all around for over 45 minutes and highlight USB availability for interfacing with the 

camera and on-board autopilot 
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3.3 Sensefly’s ebee Drone Maps A Swiss Alpine Valley 

(extracted from https://www.sensefly.com/drones/ebee-rtk.html) 

Keeping in mind the end goal to delineate 14,692 ft. (4,478 m) mountain, which is on the fringe 

amongst Switzerland and Italy, individuals from Drone Adventures scaled the mountain and 

hand-propelled one automaton from the top. Five different UAVs dealt with mapping the lower 

parts of the mountain, as indicated by IEEE Spectrum. 

 

3.6.2 UAVs guide students around MIT campus 

 

MIT's Senseable City Lab has built up an unmanned self-ruling vehicle (UAV) framework which 

utilizes GPS and cameras to guide understudies and guests around the MIT grounds. The 

framework called Skycall permits its clients to summon it through telephone call and afterward 

travels to their area to guide them on to their goal. Skycall's model framework comprises of an 

automaton quadcopter outfitted with installed autopilot, camera, Wi-Fi, GPS route, and sensors 

that permit it to fly independently to particular areas. Not just does the Skycall copter have a 

locally available camera that gives data to the "construct" area with respect to experiencing a 

client, however it additionally has a physically controlled camera which is open to clients by 

means of the Skycall application. 

 

3.4 MIT Senseable City Lab 

(Extracted from http://news.mit.edu/2016/csail-drones-do-donuts-figure-eights-around-obstacles-0119) 
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At the point when a Skycall UAV arrives, clients can convey using the application and the 

installed Wi-Fi. This incorporates delaying it and inspiring it to float set up, and showing when 

to resume its development when required. The UAV will likewise identify if a client is falling 

behind and request that they close the separation. Also, the UAV will go about as an individual 

visit control, offering depictions of various points of interest en route. 

 

3.6.3 U.S. Coast Guard makes drug bust using UAVs 

Amid a two-week U.S. Drift Guard showing of UAV abilities, a ScanEagle UAV supported in 

the prohibition of about 600 kilograms of cocaine – the first run through the Coast Guard has 

utilized UAVs as a part of a ban operation. The ScanEagle, which was noticeable all around for 

over 90 hours, was sent by the U.S. Drift Guard Cutter Bertholf to screen a suspected go-quick 

vessel. At the point when the UAV found the vessel, it kept up consistent on-scene 

reconnaissance until the MH-65D Short Range Recovery helicopter and Over the Horizon cutter 

pontoons touched base to prohibit and catch the vessel's group. 

 

3.5 Scaneagle coast gaurd 

(extracted from http://www.uscg.mil/Acquisition/uas/) 

ScanEagle UAVs were created by Insitu, an auxiliary of Boeing. The UAVs highlight 1.9 hp and 

a 2-stroke motor, GPS/inertial route, pneumatic sling dispatch, and SkyHook wing tip catch for 

recuperation purposes. For the UAV's vision framework, the ScanEagle—contingent upon the 

model—conveys either an electro-optical or a long-wave infrared (LWIR) camera that is 

intertidally balanced out and permits the administrator to track both stationary and moving 

targets. 

 

3.6.4   Amazon unveils plans for UAV delivery service 

 

This hasn't happened yet, yet it's as yet something worth focusing on as UAV applications keep 

on developing in the coming years. In this illustration, Amazon's Prime Air administration would 

see unmanned ethereal vehicles (UAVs), or automatons, convey bundles under five pounds (2.3 
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kg) to clients inside a 10 mile (16 km) span of Amazon satisfaction focuses. As it were, it will 

drop off your most recent motivation buy comfortable doorstep.  

 

 

3.6 Amazon Prime air drone 

(Extracted from http://bgr.com/2015/05/08/amazon-prime-air-patent-drone-delivery/) 

A fairly refined aviation authority framework would be produced to keep these (imaginable 

costly) UAVs from colliding with each other. Presently, I'm not saying such UAVs would not 

work, but rather there are existing issues that need to overcome before they ever got to be 

distinctly useful. Extra issues may incorporate potential vandalism and pushback from buyers on 

security infringement and the USPS, UPS, and FedEx. 

 

3.7 General Applications  

 

3.7.1 Military Applications 

 

Military utilizations of swarm intelligence are self-evident. The Navy as of late declared a 

program that applies swarm insight to self-ruling watercraft. The basic program running the 

swarms is called Control Architecture for Robotic Agent Command and Sensing or CARACaS. 

These vessel swarms have now shown the capacity to escort high esteem targets and encompass 

potential enemy targets. Sooner rather than later, little minimal effort swarms of watercraft will 

draw in adversary focuses without imperilling human lives all the while. These same ideas are as 

of now being connected to unmanned aerial drone. The US military has revealed arrangements to 

have swarms of independent automatons flown into battle zones by an unmanned teleoperated 

mothership. Once discharged the robots will utilize swarm knowledge to complete particular 

missions as a gathering without human mediation. 
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3.7 Navy Swarm boats 

(extracted from http://www.industrytap.com/autonomous-swarm-boats-helping-us-navy-

toughest-missions-video/28230) 

 

3.7.2  Biotechnology 

 

 

3.8 Drone as a disinfectant 

(extracted from http://0219662.ro/despre-noi/dezinfectie-5) 

 

http://0219662.ro/despre-noi/dezinfectie-5
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The last swarm application I will impart to you is a little one. Nanoparticles are bioengineered 

particles that can be infused into the body and work as a framework to do things tranquilizes 

medicines can't. The essential issue with the greater part of our present growth medicines is most 

methodology target sound cells notwithstanding tumors, creating an entire host of symptoms. 

Nanoparticles by examination are specially crafted to collect ONLY in tumors while staying 

away from the solid tissue. Nanoparticles can be intended to move, sense, and interface with 

their surroundings, much the same as robots. In prescription, we call this encapsulated insight. 

The test hitherto has been making sense of how to legitimately "program" this encapsulated 

insight to guarantee it creates the wanted result. Enter swarm insight. Swarms are extremely 

successful when the gathering of individual components (nanoparticles for this situation) starts 

responding as a gathering of neighborhood data. Swarm knowledge is rising as the way to which 

will open the genuine capability of these small assistants. Specialists are presently connecting 

with the gaming group with an end goal to crowd source the best possible programming for the 

swarm of nanoparticles. 

 

3.8 Problem Definition 

 

In light of the portrayed scientific classification, our multi-robot framework can be arranged as 

homogeneous and dispersed, utilizing communicates correspondence. We address an issue of 

single-errand robots, multi-robot undertakings and quick task (ST- MR-IA). The undertaking 

designation situation examined here considers the environment that contains various errands that 

could be of same or different significance and robots that are similarly equipped for playing out 

every assignment except must be allotted to one at any given time. All the more specifically, the 

assignments are focused on their related qualities. The nature of an objective is an application-

specific scalar esteem that may speak to target's need or many-sided quality, where a higher 

worth requires more robots to be apportioned. For instance, it could speak to the wealth of the 

mineral or water source on a planet should have been tackled, the measure of junk to be gathered 

in an open space, or the quantity of harmed individuals in a requirement for help with an urban 

hunt and protect situation. In this work, it is not considered how these qualities were acquired. 

 

The most important aspect of this paper is to find out such a solution that it works in the same 

way when the size of the problem increases manifold. In the business dictionary, it is called 

scalability. With regards to versatile multi-robot frameworks, adaptability alludes to the general 

framework's execution if the quantity of robot increment in connection to the quantity of main 

jobs (Rana and Stout, 2000). The significant effect can be resolved as far as figures identified 

with a working framework by sending a robot to a segregated site which has been chosen as an 

objective in our work. 
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3.9 Algorithm 

 

Distributed Bees Algorithm (DBA) 

A robot computes the utilities when it gets data about the targets. The target’s correlated cost and 

quality value are the two features on which the utility depends i.e. just the robot’s distance from 

the target. 

Qualities 

Precedence or the complexity of the target is signified by the term quality that is a scalar value. 

Divisions of the aggregate of characteristics of every single available target are utilized to 

evaluate the Normalized qualities given as: 

1 2 .....
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R

Q
q

Q Q Q


  
                                         (3.2) 

Where 
lQ  denotes the quality of target l. The quality of concerned region is an assessed value 

that occurs in real-life situations as a consequence of sensor readings or formerly attained 

information.  

Costs 

The Euclidean distance between the agent or robot and the target in a plane field gives the cost of 

a target l for robot n computed as: 

   
2 2n

l l n l nd y y z z                                       (3.3) 

Where target’s and robot’s coordinates in the field are represented by ( ,l ly z ) and ( ,n ny z ) 

correspondingly. On the other hand the target’s visibility is used to estimate the utility which is 

the reciprocal value of the distance given as: 

1n

l n

ld
                                                                       (3.4) 

 

Utilities 

The utility is determined by both cost and quality of the selected target of a robot and is 

suggested as (1.1) and is defined as a probability that the robot n is assigned to the target l 

computed as follows: 
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(α,β > 0; α,β ∈ʀ) Where approval to bias the execution mechanism towards the quality of the 

way out or its cost α and β are used as control parameters and also it is simple to demonstrate 

from (1.6) that 
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                           (3.6) 

 

Decision-making mechanism  

In the decision-making process of the robot for the selection of the target the wheel selection rule 

is implemented. That is, from a set of available target every target has a concomitant probability 

with which it is chosen. Once all the probabilities are calculated as in (3.5), the robot will choose 

a target by considering the quality and location of the target, the one having the closest location 

and highest quality would be selected as the target. Point to be noted here is that the resulting 

robots’ distribution depends on their initial distribution in the arena, i.e. the distances of robots 

from each target before the allocation of the target. Therefore, the values of the robots’ utilities 

will differ on the same target if their distances from that target are not same. There would be 

multiple nodes having robots under their control in a manner that the entire coverage area is 

covered. A combined robots utility will be computed at each node as per the proposed algorithm, 

the utility of the targets is used as the measure for the expected robots’ circulation. In the model 

the overall cost efficiency of the swarm is not considered, target’s visibility as used in (3.5) helps 

in prioritizing closer targets to robots.    

 

3.10 Scalability 

 

There can be scenarios where many numbers of tasks are to be done which have different 

priorities and may need one or more robots for their accomplishment. A good advantage of the 

multi-robot system is its ability to increase proportionally on the number of tasks and the number 

of robots at hand. An analysis of the scalability of the multi-robot and multi-agent systems from 

the size of communication data, the number of agents tangled the operating rules of agents or the 

agent's diversity [15]. 

There needs to be a performance metric to assess the scalability of a given multi-robot system. A 

detailed analysis tool for the scalability of such multirobot systems is lacked till now, though a 

number of various MRTA methods exist. A few of the mathematical model can serve as 

guidelines in multi-robot system design, but in varying situations to which these proposed 

systems are applied may not  hold good within the proposed framework. While it is possible to 

establish bounds on the system behaviour and provide performance guarantees, they heavily rely 

on the available bandwidth for robot communication and they are more sensitive to noise. 
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3.11 Proposed Solution 

             

The proposed scenario is presented under the following suppositions: 

1. One robot to perform one task at a time. 

2. The broadcast communication range is set in a way that it covers the entire area covering all 

the targets. All targets are in the range of robots. 

3. Once a target is detected robot takes a decision automatically if it is the nearest to it and passes 

a message to all robots about his advancement to the target. Total number of targets is cached in 

the internal memory.  

These suppositions are made to simplify the experiment otherwise analysis of the system 

performance would be a lot more difficult due to irregularity of the robots’ distribution before 

the task distribution. Consider a number of P robots to be distributed among R targets. Consider 

various P robots to be circulated among R targets. Let Q ∈ {q1,...,qR} denote the arrangement of 

controlled characteristics of every single existing target.  

We mean the quantity of robots on the objective l ∈ {1,...,T} by nl, a nonnegative whole number. 

The populace part assigned to target l is fl = nl /N, which speaks to the objective's relative 

recurrence, and the vector of populace division is f = [f1,...,fR]T. The normal dispersion is the 

arrangement of fancied populace divisions for every undertaking, fd = [f1
d,...,fR

d]T, where fl d =ql. 

The use of divisions instead of whole numbers is down to earth for scaling, yet it additionally 

presents a conveyance blunder as the parts can take just certain qualities that are defined by the 

swarm size. An applicable idea from set hypothesis could be utilized to watch this as a set 

parceling issue. A family Y is an allotment of a set H if and just if the components of Y are 

commonly disjoint and their union is  

                                 
y Y






                                                     (3.7) 

 

                                   y Y

H




                                                       (3.8)  

However, for the proposed situation the framework advancement taking into account the most 

extreme utility can't be connected on the grounds that the joined utilities of the robots are 

obscure as robots have no information on the choices taken by different robots. Subsequently, the 

DBA is proposed. 
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Chapter 4 

4. Extension 
 

4.1 Overview 

 

The swarm robotics systems can be classified into two types Homogeneous systems and 

Heterogeneous systems.  

4.1.1 Heterogeneous systems 

The robots in the systems which differ in their capabilities and are specialized for a particular 

task are known to be heterogeneous. The hardware and software used to make a single robot is 

different from every other robot and hence the performance varies. 

4.1.2 Homogeneous systems 

All the robots present in these systems are similar in architecture or the hardware. All the robots 

are identical when it come to their. The problem discussed in 3.8 corresponds to Homogenous 

systems. 
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4.2 Extend Problem 

 

We can extend the problem definition specified in the Chapter 3.8 to heterogeneous systems. In 

the previous chapter we discussed about the task allocation and scalability of the homogenous 

systems. Homogenous systems are straightforward as they contain robots of same capacity and 

same performance. But if we consider the heterogeneous systems, they are very complex. We 

need to consider many parameters before allocating the tasks to each and every robot. Few 

parameters which we need to consider before allocating a task to a robot is the capacity of the 

robot and the capacity of the task, whether they are proportional or not. In the Multi Robot 

Systems the tasks which are to be performed by the robots can have priorities. Here priority of 

the task is also an important parameter. 

In few scenarios an individual robot capacity can be very less than the requirement. In such 

scenario the robots need to be grouped. Here many new problems arises, how many robots can 

be in the group, what they are and who can be the leader of the group etc.  

There could be a rare scenario where even after forming a group, the capacity of the group is still 

less than the capacity required to complete the task .In such cases it would be difficult for the 

leader to negotiate for the extra robots from other groups. These are few complexities which we 

need to consider before allocating the tasks with priorities in heterogeneous systems.     

 In order to analyze the problem of task allocation let us consider a scenario where agents like 

drones will deliver items to the people. These agents will carry the items and deliver the 

particular item to the programed address. Few advantages of using agents for delivery purpose 

can be the time needed to deliver an item can be very less comparatively, easy to deliver, 

flexibility. Cost can be one of the disadvantages but when compared to the necessity of an item 

then it will alleviate the cost issue.  

In a repository there will be several agents with different capacities. The problem is about the 

task allocation to each agent. We need to program in such a way that each agent will deliver 

without any delay or collision. The main motive is to deliver all the available packages with in 

the specified time. There may be few time sensitive packages. These packages will have high 

priority compared to a non-time sensitive package. 

This agents system will form a heterogeneous system as each of them has different capacity. All 

of them need not be structurally and physically same. These robots can be preemptive or non-

preemptive.       

4.3 Assumptions for extension 

 I would consider a heterogeneous multi agents system with few tasks which have their 

own priorities.   

 Each agent will have an inbuilt sensor to detect the obstacle. 

 These agents will land only on a plane surface. 
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 Each agent will have load limitation. It cannot carry objects greater than this weight. It 

can carry multiple objects with same priority whose weights sum up to the load capacity of the 

agent 

 Each and every object or item will have a priority. This priority is measured in terms of 

time. 

 Tasks must be delivered by the specified priority i.e., time. 

 Battery capacity and recharging the agents will be taken care by few other dedicated 

robots which are in turn took care by humans. 

 These agents can form groups to carry similar priority objects to the same location. 

 The agents participate in a procedure to choose a leader. 

 

4.4 Solution for extended Problem 

 

Let capacity of each and every agent is denoted by Ci,  

Where, i denote ith agent. And the weight of the items to be delivered can be Oj, where j denote 

jth agent.   

Initially all the items are organized in the descending order of their priorities.  High priority 

items are considered first by the agents. Now the prioritized items are re-grouped based on their 

delivery place.  

Every agent will look for the item whose capacity is less than or equal to its capacity Ci. When it 

finds a matched target it will check if the same object is opted by any other agent. Here object 

need not always be a single item; it can be the group of items grouped based on delivery location 

also. 

If it is a single object and already opted by other agent, then let us assume the agent 1 has opted 

it before agent 2. Then both the agent’s capacity is compared. 

 

  If comparison results in C1 >  C2 > O1, 

 

Then C2 can deliver object O1, as its capacity is nearly equal to the item’s capacity.  

Else if the object selected is a group of items to be delivered to a single location and if the 

group’s capacity is greater than any agent capacity then agents need to form as a work group to 

accomplish this group’s delivery.  

Here to form a group the leader needs to initially consider how many agents are required to 

accomplish the task. And then what should be the agent’s capacities. These things need to be 

taken care by the dedicated leader of that group.  
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There is an equation given by  

 
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑

∑  𝐶𝑖1≤𝑖≤𝑛
 < THg       (4.1) 

Where, 

 n is the number of agents used to form the group 

Ci is the capacity of the ith agent 

THg is the group threshold. 

All the agents satisfying this equation are considered in formation of the group of agents to 

accomplish the task. 

This equation calculation, selection of the agents is taken care by leader.  

To select the agents which can be considered in equation evaluation the leader will conduct 

procedures. This action selection happens based on the capacity of the agents. The process is, 

whenever the leader wants to form a group, it will inform all the available agents about this 

information. Then the agents will reply back with their capacities. The leader will sort these 

capacity in descending order and the equation is evaluated on the agents starting with highest 

capacity first. 

High capacities are chosen because lesser the number of agents higher is the efficiency. 

If there is a situation where we need few extra agents along with all the participated agents, then 

we need to negotiate with the other inactive groups and borrow necessary agents. This 

negotiation is recognized as leader to leader negotiation. And here in order to perform these 

negotiations agents need to be preemptive. Preemption is the process of changing the tasks 

assigned to a robot, in our case its agent. 

Leader to Leader negotiation allows the exchange of robots with in the groups. During this 

negotiation each leader will participate in the procedure by specify its work energy and its 

current group capacity.      

  

The work energy is calculated using  

Eg =
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

𝑇𝐻𝑔
      (4.2) 

Where Eg is the Work energy of that group 

 Group size is the number agents present in that group 

 THg is calculated using the (4.1) equation. 

 

The leader who initiated the procedure will examine all the values and the groups with high E 

value will be considered.  
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Higher E value means less group size. Less group size is the most important feature as it avoids 

the interference of the agents within the group. 

Now the leader needs to conduct one more procedure to finalize the group from which it will 

borrow the agents. In this procedure group leaders needs to initiate a message with their capacity 

multiplied by this work energy. 

   B = 𝐶 ∗  Eg’       (4.3) 

 

Where C is the work capacity of the agent which can be borrowed 

 Eg’ is the work energy of its group 

The highest B value is selected and the agent is borrowed and the task will be accomplished. 

This algorithm is repeated until there are no items left.  

 

Ground Work 

 

A mobile agent for our study is designated as a tuple such as  

𝑎𝑖
𝜇,𝑙

(𝑚𝑘, 𝑙𝑝, 𝑠𝑡, 𝜃, 𝑡) where index 𝑖 = agent id, a constant, 𝜇 = group id, or swarm id, a variable, 

the superscript 𝑙 points out if it is its group leader or not,  𝑚𝑘 is its mission or its task at time𝑡, 𝑙𝑝 

is the load of type 𝑝 it carries to deliver at a point or a pick the load from a point, 𝑠𝑡 is its state 

snapshot at the time𝑡, and 𝜃 is its current coordinate.   

A mobile agent may be a drone such as 𝑑𝑖
∗,𝑙(𝑚𝑘, 𝑙𝑝, 𝑠𝑡, 𝜃, 𝑡) indicating it’s a single agent 

working on a specific mission, and, therefore, it has no group id, and this is indicated by a vacant 

sign *.  In our model, if an agent belongs to a group 𝜇 at time 𝑡0 it might move to a new group 

𝜈 at a later time 𝑡1, and this could be precipitated owing to its losing contact with its current 

group, and following some other neighbor in a new group. An agent may start as a loner (without 

belonging to any group) but may join a group later on with a different mission, load etc.  

Note that as a single agent, an entity is entirely on its own to fulfill its task once it knows its 

mission, its state, etc. But in a group, in a swarm, a completely specified agent sees itself as a 

member of a distributed system where no centralized group leader exists except the one who 

leads a group to a destination, if any, using a specific trajectory it has already calculated. If the 

group leader wants to play, instead of moving toward a specific target, it may change its 

trajectory as often as it pleases with the entire group to follow the leader wherever it decides to 

go. The important thing is to realize that a swarm is a distributed object semantically; and it must 

reflect that nature in every possible way.  

An agent 𝑖 stays in touch with its group by following one of its neighbors 𝑗 ∃𝑗𝜖𝑁[𝑖], and the 

group leader 𝐿(𝑖), where 𝑁[𝑖] is the set of neighbors of the agent 𝑖. Graphically, it could be 

depicted as a maintenance task once an agent or a node becomes a part of a swarm or a group as 

shown below.  
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                                Agent i                     Neighbor j                                  Leader 𝐿(𝑖) 

 

 

 

4.1 Agent interacting with Leader and Neighbour 

If either of the contacts (shown by the thin and the dashed lines, respectively), or both are 

severed the agent loses its group. Therefore, for every agent, the state maintenance function is 

given by the operator ℳ which maintains the agent’s neighbor 𝑗 and the leader 𝐿[𝑖].  Note that 

the definition of the leader for a group is given as follows:  

 

■ A leader must be non-faulty, and it must fulfill a criterion 𝜑. This is indicated as leader 𝐿 ⊞ 𝜑 

■ ∀ non-faulty 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ Group 𝜇 𝐿(𝑖) = 𝐿(𝑗) ⋀ 𝐿(𝑖) ⊞ 𝜑 ⋀𝐿(𝑖) = non-faulty 

 

A leader might become faulty during its tenure; it might crash, it might have temporal failures, it 

might be compromised by a hacker, by a virus, etc. Communication within a group is entirely 

wireless; and, therefore, it might be easy for a node to miss its leader in which case the node 

might surmise, after a timeout period, that the leader is faulty. A leader may display Byzantine 

fault: showing different flight direction or different states to different follower nodes leading to a 

group-confusion instead of group consistency. Regardless of the nature or type of the fault, it 

needs to be replaced by electing a new group leader as soon as the current leader is assumed 

faulty or crashed.   

We can change our group membership requirement substantially. In a large group, members far 

away from the elected leader may not be able to receive leader’s message or see the leader 

directly. In that case, a group member might have to resort to a different computation process to 

ensure that it is following the same group even though the leader is not directly visible or is not 

received over the wireless. A working definition for group membership may then be proposed as 

follows:  

  

 process 𝑖; 

 ■ group cohesion factor = 𝑘; 

 ■ if ∃ 𝑘 nodes 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁[𝑖] ⋀ 𝑗 ∈  𝜇 such that they follow the same trajectory 

  stay (attach) in (to) group 𝜇 

     else   

  detach from group 𝜇 
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Note that 𝑘 = 0 leads to a chaotic or an incoherent group for a group size more than 2.  This 

procedure may be followed to join a new group once a node detaches itself from a group 

intentionally, or unintentionally.  

 

Leader in a Swarm 

The major issue of a swarm of agents such as of drones differs substantially from the biological 

swarms we have been inspired to model in non-biological milieu. A swarm leader has to navigate 

and lead its team towards its destination, goal or sub-goal, but it doesn’t need to face a media to 

justify its past action as a leader, it doesn’t need to figure out if the rest of the individual agents 

in his group are strict “followers” or not.  

For our purpose, we see an agent 𝑎𝑖
𝜇,𝑙

(𝑚𝑘, 𝑙𝑝, 𝑠𝑡, 𝜃, 𝑡)  of a swarm group 𝜇 as a leader if the 

superscript 𝑙 = 1 instead of a 0. In other words, 𝐿(𝑎𝑖
𝜇,𝑙

) = 𝐿(𝑎𝑗
𝜇,𝑙

) ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ swarm 𝜇, ∀𝑙 ∈ [0,1] 

(leader identity).  

We require that in a swarm only one agent can be identified as a leader at any time. If there are 

more than one leaders with subscript 𝑙 = 1, we assume that our election algorithm could be 

launched again to sort out the confusion and elect a unique leader.  

Secondly, we assume a leader has more tasks than other individual agents in its team. The 

leader’s task set for a dedicated mission 𝑚𝑘 = 𝑀 is as follows: 

 

Leader’s Task Set (LTS) 

● Compute the latest trajectory 𝑓: (𝑀, 𝜃, 𝑡) →  𝑇𝑘 given the current location 𝜃, current time 𝑡, 

current mission 𝑀. Share this planned trajectory incrementally with the subleaders.  

● A leader must maintain his group or swarm over the mission time unless mitigating 

circumstances force the leader to shrink, expand or fragment the group. 

● For a small group, every member, other than the leader, must follow the leader and a neighbor 

maintaining a safe distance from the latter.  For a large group where everybody may not be 

‘visible’, following a leader may be difficult. In that case every member must follow 𝑘 nearest 

neighbors, where 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛𝛿 , and 𝑛𝛿  is the minimum number of neighbors available to an agent on 

its wireless communication.  

● Avoid collisions with any local stationary and mobile object. If necessary, perturb the current 

trajectory 𝑇𝑘to 𝛿(𝑇𝑘), and return to 𝑇𝑘 within a small time interval ∆ as shown below to avoid 

collisions.  

   

 

Perturbed path 𝛿(𝑇𝑘) 
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                                                                ⟵ 

 

 

4.2 Agent path in case of Obstacles 

● Identify leader’s subgroup called subleaders, and keep leader’s communication lines with it 

open. This is a subset of members who can immediately take over the leadership in case the 

current leader crashes, or the current leader turns into a Byzantine-faulty agent, or the leader 

calls for a fresh election. Any member of the subset the subleaders can call for a fresh election if 

they fail to detect the ‘heart-beat’ of the current leader within the timeout period 𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 = γ. 

Here we assume that all channels connecting two agents (even though they are wireless) are 

FIFO, and the agent clocks are synchronized within their maximum tolerable relative drift limit 

of the skew, 𝛿. 

 

                                                              Leader 

 

 

                                                                               Sub leaders 

  

 

4.3 Agents hierarchy 

● A leader ideally, at all time, must decide if the group or swarm needs to be split into 2 or more 

swarms owing to some reason which makes the current swarm difficult to navigate. One reason 

could be lack of visibility, or difficult terrain which cannot accommodate a large swarm. This 

may be strategically desirable too; it may be less risky to attend to a mission with multiple sub-

swarms (partition of original swarm into a subset of swarms, assigning a different mission 𝑚𝑘
𝜆  to 

each subswarm 𝜇𝜆 where  

  ⋃𝜆 𝜇
𝜆 = 𝜇  and 𝜇𝜍⋂𝜍≠𝜉𝜇𝜉= 0  and 𝜇𝜆 ⊆ 𝜇  (Swarm-splits) 

● Scheduling the next swarm-state change is a task left to the leader only. A swarm might 

change its current state via its sub leaders 

                      𝜇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  ∈ {𝑓𝑙𝑦, 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡, … } ⟶  𝜇𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∈ {𝑓𝑙𝑦, 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡, … } 

to affect the current state of the entire swarm within a certain time-interval ∆𝑇 to accomplish its 

mission at a lower cost or risk. If this cannot be accomplished, the current leader might decide to 

split its swarm group into manageable fragments, and schedule each of them appropriately 

aligning its entire mission to abide by any hitherto unknown mission constraints. A typical 

management profile might appear as  

 

Computed path 𝑇𝑘 

L 
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  Original swarm                                After fragmentation  

 

 

 

Changed schedule after fragmentation 

                               First to fly-out with a different leader at time 𝑡𝑎 

 

                               Next to fly-out with a different leader at time 𝑡𝑏 

   ….  …. ….          The third one to fly-out with the current leader at time 𝑡𝑐 

4.4 Fragmentation in case of obstacles 

Leader Election process 

A leader needs to be periodically changed via an election process as its resources needed for its 

task of group leadership may dip sufficiently below some threshold pre-agreed by a group. One 

such resource may be available battery power; another may be its computational resource such as 

available memory. One may need a comprehensive aggregate measure realized via a function 

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 which could be obtained as  

                                          𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = 𝑔 (
𝛿𝑏

𝑏
,

𝛿𝑚

𝑚
, … ,

𝛿𝑞

𝑞
) 

for every participating agent on the specific mission; and we contend that for a leader of a swarm 

it needs to be ready with maximum comprehensive resource 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 it can provide as its task set 

appears to be more demanding than other agents in the group. If the current leader is low on its 

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝, it could call for a fresh leader election, and elect the node 𝑖 within the group who offers 

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖(𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑖 ≥ 𝜏, threshold).  If such an agent cannot be found, then the mission needs to be 

temporarily aborted until agents fulfilling this comprehensive resource constraint could be 

identified.  

In future, it may be possible to recharge agents ‘in the air” when voltages on their batteries dip 

precipitously. For nano-agents injected into blood stream, they could receive replenishment 

charge via helpful bacteria when ingested. In our case, we assume it would be doable to transfer 

requisite resources to these agents in order to retain their functionality while serving on their 

mission.  

The leader election algorithm that we outline here is basically a variation of Chang and Roberts 

extrema finding algorithm in a ring [21].  The algorithm is as follows. Initially all nodes or 

processes are colored red. The initiator of an election process, one of the agents from the set of 

{leader, subleaders}, would start it by sending a token to each of its neighbors if it thinks that the 

current leader has failed and needs to be replaced. If the recipient of the token has a smaller 

comprehensive resource value than that of the sender, it’d turn its color from red to black, and 
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pass the received token to its red neighbors except to the sender. All those agents turned black 

doesn’t participate in the election any further except acting as message or token passer to the 

next node. On the other hand, if its resource holding is higher, it will destroy the received token, 

and generate a new token with its own id and resource value, and pass it on to its neighbors 

including the sender who sent the destroyed token. The algorithm stops when there is one token 

in circulation bearing the identity of the agent and its resource holding value.   

  

algorithm leader selection (for agent i)  // determine 𝐿(𝑖) 

 define  failed: boolean (true if current leader fails) 

   token: struct {  

    agent id: string; 

    comprehensive resource holding: resource; } 

   m: message ∈ {election| ack | leader} // m is going to be one of these 

    color: {red, black} // color of 

   r: round number // at a round, an agent 𝑘 sends his 𝐿(𝑘)  to its neighbors 

 initially 𝐿(𝑖) = 𝑖; 
 do  

 []  i=initiator ∧ 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑 ⟶ send(election,token, 𝐿(𝑖), 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑖 > 𝜏, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑁[𝑖])  

 [] receive(token, 𝑗, 𝐿(𝑗), 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑗

, ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁[𝑖]) ⟶  

   if 𝐿(𝑗) > 𝐿(𝑖) ⟶ turn(black);  

                                                𝐿(𝑖) = 𝐿(𝑗); 

           send(token, 𝐿(𝑗), 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑗

, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑁[𝑖], 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗);  

   else  

           send(ack,𝑗, 𝐿(𝑖), 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑖 ); 

 [] (i= initiator) receive(token, 𝑗, 𝐿(𝑖), 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝
𝑖 , ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁[𝑖]) ⋀ all agent black ⟶ 

                      failed=false; 

                      broadcast(leader, 𝑘 ∀𝑘 ∈ group μ); 

           exchange(leader(current), 𝐿(𝑖)) 

 od;   

Note that when an agent sends an ack to its sender j, it basically implies that sender of the ack is 

potentially a better leader than the agent j.  

 

4.5 System protection issue - Security 

  

Every system is vulnerable to events that could wreck it. For an autonomous system comprising 

individual agents with a focused mission, it could even be more daunting: the mission could be 

partially delivered or under delivered; or, worse still, it could even be hijacked by some external 

source.  Yet, as a system, we need it to survive, live up to its mission, expecting its availability 

even in the extreme case of a chunk of individual agents (or nodes) stopping to function for a 

little while, becoming inoperable, or crashing. Earlier this was not a major issue; when swarms 

as an alternative architecture came into vogue, the primary issue was how to keep a bunch of 

individual agents comprising a swarm stay intact with the swarm, moving with it, changing its 
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profile staying with it using simple rules. But now the concern is slightly modified: we need to 

provide sustainable systems, using principles of swarm intelligence to design and deliver new set 

of services for a community in need of such services where the entire swarm as a system, 

vulnerable as it is to external attacks, particularly cyber-based ones, must survive.  

 

For us, let us consider two extreme forms of protection we may envisage for our proposed 

system 𝒮. We contend that a dynamic system such as 𝒮 could be guarded with minimum 

protection (least costly of the two), or with maximum protection that ensures that each and every 

agent in a given swarm is protected from an outsider attack. With these two extremes, one could 

articulate an alternative protection scheme that could cost-wise lie in between two security 

positions.  

 

In this thesis, we outline a minimum protection scheme that could be rationalized as follows.  

Minimum security scheme:: MINSEC  

■ The leader must be protected from being hacked. 

■ The sub leaders must be protected from being hacked.  

■ Communication channels between the leader and the individual sub leaders must be protected.  

 

Basic rationale:  

 

A. We require that the subsystem 𝑆𝐿 = {𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟, 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠} has no obvious single point of 

failure.  

 

B. If an agent in this subsystem becomes faulty or behaving erratically, it could be isolated 

and removed from 𝑆𝐿 .  Detection of a faulty agent and its isolation is necessary to prevent fault 

propagation among the rest of the subsystem.  

 

C. Since the leader is entrusted with the group mission, it must compute, follow and 

maintain the trajectory to the final point of the mission; a corrupt or a compromised leader is a 

handicap to the system goal. If a leader is believed to be corrupt or compromised, it must be 

removed by an election process before it could unleash any major damage to the system. As 

indicated earlier, any of the sub leaders could launch an election process to remove the current 

leader. A faulty sub leader could be removed and replaced by the leader.  

 

D. The sub leaders are the subordinates who individually must maintain their own group. 

They also need to keep in touch with the other sub leaders and their leader by using some kind of 

Probe-Echo algorithm to check if the other party is alive and functioning. A typical approach 

may be as follows:  
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Algorithm Probe-Echo ( for agent i) 

Define  m: message ∈ {𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒|𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑜} 

   𝑆𝐿={leader, subleaders} 

Initialize time=0; probe-frequency = 𝛿 

do  true → 

[] if (time mod 𝛿 = 0) 

  sendtime=time; 

  send(𝑗, 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 𝑚, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐿 , 𝑠𝑒𝑞);  

 end if 

[] recv(𝑗, 𝑚 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐿 , 𝑎𝑐𝑘(𝑠𝑒𝑞))  → 

  seq++; 

[]  ((sendtime-time)≥ 𝛾) ⋀ ¬ 𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑠𝑒𝑞 → 𝑗(𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑); 

         𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡(replacement(j); 

od   

Notice that every probe message sent to a receiver includes a sequence number. Initially, it is 

going to be a random integer, and thereafter, it is going to be incremented by one. This sequence 

number is going to be maintained only for a specific sender-receiver pair (𝑖, 𝑗). Since we require 

our system to be synchronous, any acknowledgement expected from a receiver of a message 

must be delivered within a bounded time, say, 𝛾, in our case. This particular variable needs to be 

chosen carefully: if 𝛾 is too large then the system is forced to deal with faulty agents; if it is too 

low, incorrect conclusion about system being faulty might be enforced.  The scenario is 

diagrammatically described below for a pair of agents 

 

      send (probe,j,seq=16) 

                         

                                   

                                                                                                             

 

                                                                                                           

                                                                                             

                                                                                             send(ack(16),i,seq=43)                   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

E. We assume that among the total number of participating agents in the set 

𝑆𝐿 ={leader,subleader}, the number of faulty agents (with Byzantine characteristic) is at most 𝑓. 

On a decision point where the entire leader subgroup 𝑆𝐿 must arrive at a consensous, the majority 

decision would prevail on our initial assumption that the computed goal trajectory from the 

starting point to destination is shared among the members of 𝑆𝐿. 

 

time 

recv() 
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Given this, we begin with two well-known theorems [25] for arriving at a correct consensus 

within a fault-tolerant group with some Byzantine faults [26]. A Byzantine fault is one which 

appears to provide different values or different results to different observers.  

 

Theorem 1:  With at most one agent failing, one needs minimally 4 agents in a group to arrive at 

a consensus.  

 

Proof: Let us assume that one node is faulty, and the total group size is 3. In that event, we can 

have either Fig. a or Fig b communication configurations. Note that neither A nor B leads to a 

majority consensus. The faulty nodes are shown in blue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
    4.5(a)     4.5(b) 

 

4.5 Communication configurations  

 

Here either the General G or one of his lieutenants could be faulty. Regardless of who is faulty, 

we cannot arrive at any consensus within the lieutenants whether the correct decision should be 0 

or 1. So, we need a minimum of three lieutenants to make it fault-tolerant.  

 

Theorem 2: In a group with f agents failing, we need at least 3f+1 agents to arrive at a majority 

consensus.  

 

Proof: Put all f failing agents in one cluster, and with the rest set up two clusters with non-faulty 

agents, and the fourth cluster with a single agent. Now we have the situation corresponding to 

theorem 1 with three non-faulty nodes and one faulty node. Now the system of nodes is fault-

tolerant.  

 

Observation: If the leader of the set 𝑆𝐿 is discovered faulty, a new leader election launched by 

any one of the other members of the set could establish a new leader, and the leader will be 

replaced.  

 

If one of the sub leader is discovered faulty, we assume at most one faulty Byzantine case at a 

time, a new sub leader within its group is chosen to replace the faulty sub leader.  

 

To protect the leader and its sub leaders, we additionally, require that every communication 

between any two individual agents within the group is protected via a simple 

G G 

L L L L 

0 

0 

0 

1 1 1 

1 

1 
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encryption/decryption technique. There are many possible ways to suggest a good one; and, we 

choose something as simple as the following.  

 

Suppose the agent 𝑖 and 𝑗 want to communicate with each other in a secured manner. Instead of 

giving each agent its own private key, we allocate to a pair of communicating agent a private 

process like 𝑃𝑝𝑟
𝑖,𝑗

 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐿 ∷ (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∈ {" + ", " − ", " ∗ "}, 𝑛 ∶  integer). If for an agent pair 

𝑖, 𝑗, the private process 𝑃𝑝𝑟
𝑖,𝑗

 the mutually chosen operator is “-“, and the integer n = 3, then they 

agree to use for the next communication session a common seed value 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 = |𝑖3 − 𝑗3| to 

generate pseudo random number using multiplier 𝛼 and a modulus m as shown below: 

 

 𝛼 = 6 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑖, 𝑗) + 1;   𝑚 = 6 𝑚𝑎𝑥  (13 ∗ 𝑖, 17 ∗ 𝑗) + 1 

 

Preferably, 𝛼 and m should be mutually prime; we also require m to be larger than 𝛼. Given the 

values of indices 𝑖, 𝑗 both the agents can compute, independently of the other, the following. Let 

us assume that the sender 𝑖=17 wants to send receiver 𝑗 = 32 a secret vector v, where v is 

 

 𝑣 = (12 − 3 8 )𝑡 
 

We show the computational process for 𝑖 = 17, 𝑗 = 32. 

 

1. Both agents compute seed using operator= ‘+’ and 𝑛 = 2. 

 

seed = 17+32 = 49. 

 

2. Both agents compute 𝛼 = 6 ∗ min(17,32) + 1 = 103 and  

            𝑚 = 6 ∗ max(13 ∗ 17,17 ∗ 32) + 1 which comes to 𝑚 =545 

 

3. Both agents compute 

 

  n=0; 

  do 

  seed = (𝛼 ∗ 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 + 21751) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 545; 
  random r = seed/545; 

  n++; 

  od {generate n random numbers} 

 

4. Both agents generate n pseudo random numbers as in the stream u. 

 

u = [0.0844, 0.6936, 0.4385, 0.1688, 0.3872, 0.8771 0.3376 0.7743 0.7541] 

 

5. Both agents using these random numbers prepare encryption and decryption matrices as 

shown below in the MATLAB output. 
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6. Now the agent i transforms (encrypts) the vector v to vector u using the transformation 

matrix x. Agent then transmits the vector u to the agent j. The receiver then decrypts it with 

matrix y to get back the plain-text as shown below.  
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4.6 Experimental analysis 

Experiment 1: 

External Pollution 

 

 

First column represents pollution index p such that p/100 is the degree of pollution less than 

1.0. Second column is the count of number of nodes (in a 100 × 100 array of nodes) who cannot 

communicate with its neighbors because of local fog density right at that node. In the third 

column, each node sees its neighborhood in terms of Von Neumann neighborhood, i.e. as shown 

below.  

 

 

 

     North Neighbor 

  Western neighbor                   Node                     Eastern Neighbor 

     Southern Neighbor 
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And the criterion for maintaining communication contact is as long some total of neighbors at 

the time of iteration falls below 3, the current node would be deemed non-communicating and 

joins a cluster by itself. This column is the number of totally separated nodes from the swarm.  

The graph of the column 2 against pollution level appears as 

           

 

The graph of the column 3 against pollution level (this is the one with the Von-Neumann 

neighborhood) appears as  
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Notice that if n is the number of swarms (fragmentations) at a pollution density t, one could 

model it  via an equation such as  

   
dn

dt
= cn(N − n) where N = total number of drones in the original swarm.  

The solution of which amounts to n(t) =
N

1+e−Nct 

Notice that 
dn

dt
 is 0 at two points i.e n(t) has two equilibrium points as a system, when n =

0  and n = N. Therefore, a solution pattern suggests an overview such as 

 

  

     #of clusters                                                   

                                                             Expected solution pattern 

 

 

                                                         Pollution index 

Which obeys our form along Von-Neumann neighborhood design. 

 

Experiment 2: 

Similar kind of problem has been tested by Jose Guerrero and Gabriel Oliver by considering a 

task of lifting the weights and dropping them in a hole present in the center of experiment bed by 

robots. 

 

 

4.6 Pictorial illustration of the task 
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(Image extracted from Multi-Robot Task Allocation Method for Heterogeneous Tasks with 

Priorities: José Guerrero and Gabriel Oliver) 

 

Here all the colored objects are weights and small circles scattered in the arena are robots and the 

big circle in the center of the arena is the hole where weights are to be dropped. 

This experiment is conducted by the author by using simulations.  

 

4.7 Results of the experiment 

 

Below table illustrates that when a homogeneous system is used all the robots are performing 

similar task. All the robots have lifted three weights. 

Whereas when heterogeneous system is used the robots worked depending on their capacity. 

Some could deliver 11 and some could deliver only 1. 

    

 

 

(Image extracted from Multi-Robot Task Allocation Method for Heterogeneous Tasks with 

Priorities: José Guerrero and Gabriel Oliver 

4.8 Graph 

 

Below graph is plotted for different group threshold values. This graph below is for the group of 

robots transferring the weights 
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4.7 Weights Vs. Threshold graph 

(Image extracted from Multi-Robot Task Allocation Method for Heterogeneous Tasks with 

Priorities: José Guerrero and Gabriel Oliver) 

 

4.9 Conclusion 

 

Initially I have started by analyzing Artificial Swarms and the set of rules considered while 

designing them and the task allocation in the homogeneous swarm system. Later I have extended 

it to Heterogeneous swarm systems. 

This thesis presents a simple and efficient way to solve the task allocation problem and, more 

specifically, to decide how many robots are needed to execute a specific task. The algorithm 

allows both changing the robots assigned to a task as new objectives are found and interchanging 

robots between working groups. Thus, the specified algorithm have provided a faster and flexible 

way to regulate the optimal number of robots as a function of the kind of the task, the priority of 

the task and the available robots.  

 

Here in this paper I have addressed security issues which can be experienced in these kinds of 

systems and the Fault tolerance. 

The usage of agents like drones for delivery is being implemented by many major online 

shopping sites. It is still in analysis stage. The problems which can be considered while 

developing such a multi agent systems are highlighted in this paper. The solution proposed by 

me is not experimentally tested in the real time world. 

The solution discussed in this thesis is an optimized way to solve item delivery problems.  
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Appendix 

 

#include<iostream> 

#include<cmath> 

#include<ctime> 

#include<iomanip> 

using namespace std; 

 

double rand(int&); 

 

main() 

{ 

 int drones[100][100]; 

 int seed = time (NULL) % 21737; 

 int i,j; 

 int deads; 

 int pollution; 

 int count; 

 int dcounts; 

 double u; 

 for (i=0; i<100; i++) 

  for (j=0; j<100; j++) 

   drones[i][j]=1; 

 pollution = 1; 

 while (pollution <= 50){ 

  count = 0; 

  for (i=0; i<100; i++) 

   for(j=0; j<100; j++) 

    u = rand(seed); 

    if (u<double(pollution)/50.0){ 

     drones[i][j]=0; 

     count++;} 

   } 

 /* Introduce interaction with neighbors. We use Von-Neuman neighborhood. */ 

  dcounts = 0; 

  for (i=0; i<100; i++) 

   for (j=0; j<100; j++) { 

    deads = drones[(i+101)%100][j]+ 

     drones[(i+99)%100[j]+ 

     drones[i][(j+101)%100]+ 

     drones[i](j+99)%100; 

     if (deads < 2) 

      drones[i][j]=0; 

     if (drones[i][j]==0) 

      dcounts++; 
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   } 

  cout<<"Pollution: "<<pollution<<setw(10; 

  cout<<" Local dropouts: "<<count; 

  cout<<" "<<"Von Neumann count "<<dcounts; 

  pollution++; 

  count<<endl; 

  } 

 cout<<endl; 

} 

 

 double rand(int& seed) 

 { 

  double u; 

  seed=(seed*153)%21433; 

  u=double(seed)/21433.0; 

  return u; 

 } 


